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SUMMARY

This m-searchwas undertaken at the Langley Bemorial Aeronautical Laboratory, at LangZey
Field, Vs., in connection wn”ilia general study of ifie applicai{on of thefuel in.ection engine to air-
crajf, The purpose of the inresiigation was to determine the eJect ojjour importantjactor.s in. the
design of a centrifugal type automatic in~ectionvalre on the penetration, general shape, and &M-ibu-
bion of ot7sprays.

The general methodemployed was to record the developmentof single sprays hy means of special
high-speed photographic apparatus capable of taking 25 conaecutice picture~ of the moring spray
at a rate of ~,000 per second. kestigations were made concerning the e~eck on spray character-
istics, of the helix angle oj helicalgroores, the ratio of the cross-sectionularea oj the otijice to that of the
groore~,the Tatiooj ori$ce length to diameter, and the position oj the sea~. The sprays were injected
at 6,000, 8,000, and 10,000 pounds per square-inch pressure into air at atniosphem”.cpressure and
into nitrogen at 200, ..fOO,and 600 pounds per square-inch pressure. Oiv_jicediameters from
0.012 to O.OJOinch were investigated.

It wasfound that decreasing tile pitch of the helical grooces and thus increasing the centr~ugal
jorce applied to the spray increased the spray cone angle considerably, although the percentage in-
crease was mud less in dense air than in the atmosphere. On the other hand, the spray penetration
decreased un”thincrease in the amount’ of centrifugal force applied. About twice as much spray
volume per unit oil uolume was obtained UM a high centrifugal spray as w“th a noncentri~ugal
spray. I%e spray cone angle increased, and the spray votumeto oil colume ratio and spray penetra-
tion decreasedwith increa~ein the ratio of orifice area.to grooce area, Xa3imum spray penetration
was obtained w+h a ratio of orijice length to diameter of a~oui 1.5. Slightly greater penetration was
ob~ainedwith the seat directly before the orifice.

HSTRODUCTION

‘I’he centrifugal type injection valve is used to-day in a considerable number of oil-injection
engines. Also, the centrifugal type oil burner, which employs the same principle, is “used
successftiy with steam boilers burning fuel oil. In both cases the rotation of the oil is usually
accomplished by passing ih through helical grooves.

Oil sprays from injection va.kis, which depend entirely upon forcing the oil through small
cylindrical hoIes to break it up, are finely atomized near the spray surface, especially at the .
spray tip, buh have a core which is but little atomized. The possibility of obtaining more
compIete atomization and greaber distribution of &heoil partieks by the use of centrifugal force
has been studied by many investigators. (References 1 to 6.) The performance of e~gines
operating with centrifugaMype injection -wolves often differs from that which was expected from
observation of the sprays from these WIRS in the atmosphere. The explanation is presumably
that the dense air of the engine cyLinder has unexpected effects upon the sprays. Some knovd-
edge of the beha~ior of centrifugal sprays in dense air should facilitate the successful application
of this type of injection valve to engine service.
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Compu&ations have been made by several investigators of the penetration of single oil drops
of small size when injected at high initial velocity into dense air. (References 1 and 2.) l~hile

these computations may show khe approximate penetration of single oil drops, the beha~ior of
sprays composed of _rnillions of such drops is com~iderably different from that of single drops.

There are many variables in the design of a centrifugal injection vah’e and each variable
may have a considerable effect upon spray characteristics. The purpose of this research was to

investigate the effect of four important factors in the design of a centrifugal-type automatic
injection valve upon the penetration, g+eneralshape, and distribution of oil sprays. The factors
tivestigated were the helh angle of the grooves, the ratio of the cross-sectio~al area of the
orifice to that of the grooves, the ratio of orifice length to diameter, and the position of the seat

A high-grade Diesel engine fuel oil of speci.flc gravity 0.85 at 80° F. was used in aJJtests.
It was injected at pressures of 6,000, 8,000, and 10,000 pounds per square inch into a chamber
containing air at atmospheric pressure and nitrogen at pressures of 200, 400, and 600 pounds
per square inch. The injection period was 0.003. second, The opening pressure of the auto-
matic injection valve was maintained at 5,000 pounds per square inch throughout the tests.

.Mthough the density oi the gases in an engine cylinder seldom

;m
exceeds the density of air at room temperature and 250 pounds per

;~ square inch, the results presented co~-er a range of conditions permitting:- ~.—\,.- ... ,.,- ,/..-,. extended physical analysis. The effects. of cylinder air temperature on:L:: :
.- .:”-; the fuel spray may also lead to results comparable with those for the:. .,.-:--t___.-,, :

... . .:,-:,.~’.+. - ,;./:.1.! hig~l c,~~amberpressures.
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blies throughout this Fro. Z.—Stem with FIO. 3.-Stem ~ith
investigation seat at top of nozzle seat inside of nozzIe

METHODS AND APPARATUS

The general method employed in this instigation was to record the developmcmt and
cut-Qff of single sprays produced by an automatic. injection valve, by means of special high-
speed photographic apparatus capable of taking 25 consecutive pictures of the moving sprtiy
at a rate of 4,000 “per second. Descriptions of the spray photography apparatus which was
used for this work have been published by the hlational Advisory Committee for Aeronaut its.
(References. 7 and 8.)

Cross sections of the assembled injection valve and of’ the two types of stem and nozzle
used are shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3. A diaphragm-type automatic injection valve (Refer-
ence 8) was used for all tests and was fitted with the stem and nozzle which each tes~ required.
The type of stem and the nozzle used in all but one t~t are sho~yu in Figure 2. The fiat surface
of the projecting ledge near the end of the stem seats on the V-shaped top edge of the nozzle.
The other type of stern and the nozzle used are show-u in Figure 3. In this case the stem seats
on a 15° ledge inside of the nozzle. With the seat at the top of the nozzle the oil passed through
the helical grooves after it pfissed through the seat. With the seco~d seat position the pressure
on the oil which passed through the grooves was not nlaterial]y throttled until it reached the
seat directly before the orifice, Table I gives the injection valve assemblies used in this
investigation.
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In order to obtain information concerning the actual spray characteristics, rnea.surements
were made of the spra.~ images on photographic fi~s. Time-penetration cur-res were plotted
from data computed f~om t~ese m~asurernents taking into account the film speed and photo-
graphic reduction. Spray volumes were computed by wm.mation of the -rohmes of a number
of disks into which each spray was di-rided for ~olume measureroeqts. It was assumed that
the sprays w-exe symmetric-al @ “their cross sections.

EESULTS
EFFEC’f’OFGROOVEHELIXAh’GLE

The results of the bests in -which the 90°, 40°, and 235 helical groores were used are giwsm
in Figures 4 to 15. This range of groo~e angIes gives at one e--treme a noncentrifugal spray
and d the other a high-centrifugal spray.

fnjection presmre, 8,0xl pormds per”sqmare inch Cimmber pre.ssme, atmospheric

Injection pre~mre, WIN pounds B square heir Chnber pres.mre, Ml paunds per square inch

FIG. .f.—sprayphotographsfor stem and IKIZZk aswnrbly Xm, 1, O,(FZ?inch diameter orifice,23° helix and ratio of orifice area to grmve area 0.f,3
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..-!.?
-

Injection presure, 8,wxlpounds per square inch Chamber pressure, atmo.vhcric?

Injection pressure, S,O(HIpounds per square frmh Chamber pressure, ‘2C0pounds per ~urwe inch

FIG. 5.—Spray photographs for stem and nozzle assembly IJo. 2,0.022 inch diameter orifke and 40° helix

Inje&iOn pressure, 8,M2 DoUIIdSper square inch Chamber pressure, atrnospherlo

[njection pressure, S,&Xlpounds per square inch Chamber pressure, 203pounds Nr square inch

FIG. 6.—Spray photogrripbs for stem and nozde assembly &’o.3,0.022 inch dkmeter ork%e and 60° helii
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Figures 4, 5, and 6 are reproductions of actuaI photographs taken during the in-restiga-
tions. IZach figure contains two series of pi~tures of tlie deveIo~mertt of single sprays injected
at 8,000 pounds per square inch pressure into atmospheric and into 200 pounds per square
keh chamber pressure. The pointed sprays seen advancing ahead of the main sprays in

The, seccmo!!

Fm. 7.—EEW or chamber pressure ~ ww wneMiOn,
Orifice diameter 0.022 inch. Gmore hem angle ~.. bjee

tion pressure, S,lXO wunds per squara inch. CrIt_Offa[ter
0.W3second. Stem and nozzle asembly N-o. I

e?

+
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:
Q

8
K

~me, seconds

“FIG.8.—FHect of chamber p -resure on away penetration. Ori-
ifce diameter 0.022 inch. Growe helix angfe 40°. Injection
pressure. 8,WI pounds per sqmm inch. Cut-Gff after 0.002
eecand. Stem and nozrle assembly hro. 2
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$
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o .00/ .mz .003 .004 .m5 -m
ih?e, seconds

l?IG.9.—Effect of ‘&Mrnk preasse on .wrsy paetretion. Ori-
fice diameter O.O22inch. Grrmve helix ongfe W. Injection
prcssnre, 8,WKIpounds per cquere inch. CrLt-o13after O.(M3
second. Stem and mxrle as%wmblyNo. 3.

Figures 4 and 5 are formed by ofi trapped between the seat and the orifice which recei~es no
rotation.

F’igwes 7, 8, and 9 are graphs showing the variation of penetration with time for a vake
using each of the three-groove hehx angles inwstig~t ed, aIl other det & of valve design and
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of testing being maintained constant. The sprays were injected at 8,000 pounds per square
inch pressure into the atmosphere and also into a chamber containing nitrogen at 200, 400,
and 600 pounds per square inch presskres. Othei pictures were taken using 6,000 and 10,000
pounds per square inch injection pressures and the four chamber pressures mentioned. In
each case the penetration of the sprays increased with the injection pressure.

The effects of three-groove hehx angIes on the velocity and deceleration of the sprays in
dense air at 200 pounds per square inch pressure are_shown in Figures 10 and 11. Although
the initial velocity of the sprays (fig. 10) was very much greater when the straight or 90°
grooves were used, the ve~ocity after 0.002.5 second was the same for all three-groove angles.
Thus the deceleration was more rapid for the spray produced with the straight grooves than
for the 40° and 23°- grooves, as is clearly shown by Figure 11. This rapid deceleration was
accompanied by a rapid loss of kinetic energy by the spray. This energy presumably went

300 I
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RG. 10.—Etfect of groow heIfx arwk on spray tip veloeity. ~lG. Il.—Effect of groove helix angle on spray tip derxleration.
Orifice diameter 0.022 inch. Injection pressure, 8,03) pounds Orifice diameter 0.022 lneh. Iujection pressure, 8,0W pounds
per square inch. Chamber pressure, Z&)pounds por SQu&re per square irrch. Chamber pressure, %30pounds per square
inch. Cut-off after 0.003secoud. Stem and nozzle assemhlies,
NOS.1, 2, and 3

inch. Cut-off after 0,003second. Stem and nozzle awxuhlfes,
Nos. 1, 2, and 3

into breaking Up and atomizing the spray and settingsome of the surrounding gaseous medium
into motion. The sprays” from the 40” and 23° helical groaves were well atomized by centrif-
ugal force as they. emerged from the nozzle. The initiaI velocities of these sprays were there-
fore much less than that of the noncentrifugal spray, and the deceleration was also much Iess,
because impact on the air did not cause much further atornizafiion with the resultant rapid
10ss of energy.

The eflects of the groove helix angle on the cone angle of the spray injected into the atn~os-
phere and into nitrogen at 200, 400, and 600 pounds per square inch pressure are shown bY
Figure 12. The spray cone angle decreased with increase h the chamber pressure in the case
of the high-centrifugal spray, whiIe the spray cone angle of the noncentrif~lga.1 spray increased,
In this Iatter case the spray was atomized and spread OU& by impact on the dense gas which
resulted in the slightly increased spray cone angle. The curves indicate that the spray cone
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angIe would remain practically unchanged with a grooveheli.. angle of about 80° for any chamber
gas pressure, other conditions being the same as given in Figure 12.

The spray cone angle for 600 pounds per square inch chamber pressure was in the case of
the high-centrifugal spray reduced to approximately one-haLf of -the value atka.hed for atmos-
pheric pressure. This was because the oil particles thrown out centrifugally from the injection
-ral-re are extxemely small and therefore have too M tle inertia to penetrate far into the dense
gas. (Reference 2.) Thus ‘the velocity of the ofi particles at the outside of &he spray falls to
practically zero, while those near the core have a considerable fcmward velocity. The smalI
&uds of oil particlw appearing as bumps on the sides of the sprays (figs. 6 and 15) show no for-
w-ard motion, and this fact seems to indicate that the other particles on the outside of the spray
are practically at a st,andstill.

The volumes of spray produced by the same injection valve during equal elapsed time
intervak and for the same test conditions but using three d.itlerent groove he~ arrgk are shown

G-oo ve he[x angle

i: i-l ‘-7+-!!..!
-J

i i- Iiii.lio 20° 40” 60° 00”90”
Groove he~x ung[e

FIG. lZ-Effect of groove helix angle on spray cone FIG. 13.—Effec5 of grove heh angfe on spray volume, rmd
augle of centtffugal sprays. Orifice diameter 0.022 ratio of spray vokme to oil mhrme. OrO&e diameter,0.022
inch. Injection preamre, t?,~ pounds per sqwre imh. Inje&fon pressure, 8,fWl pounds per squsre inch.
inch. Cut_oE after 0.023second. Stem and nozde Chamber pressure, 200 paauds per square inch. Cut-off
assembHes, N-w 1, 2, rmd 3 after 0.W3 wmnd. Stern ond nozde assemblies, Nos. 1,

2, and 3

in Figure 13. The spray volumes increased with increase in the groo-re heh aggIe, but the
rolumes of oil, ~hich produced each spray, also increased. In order to. obkain a true measure
of the spray distribution and possibly atomization, the ratio of the spray -rohune produced in a
given time to the oil volume injected during that time must be considered. The curve at the
top of Figure 13 shows the effect of groove helix angle cm the ratio of spray -rob.me to oil volume.

If it is assumed that a drop of ofi one-fourth inch in diameter having a volume of 0.00S17
cubic inch is injected from an injection -ral~e such as was used in this investigation, the spray
volume after 0.004 second wotid be, from Figure 13, approximate~y one thousand times the
origimd oiI volume, or 8.1’7 cubic inches. This ~ould occupy about two-thirds the compression
space of an engine of 5-inch bore by 7-inch stroke operating with a 12 to 1 compression ratio.

It is interesttig to compare a drop of oil one-fourth inch in diamet,er with the spray, of
w]lume equal to that of a sphere z ~ inches in diameter, which can be produced from it. The
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outer surface of this sphere would be one hundred times that of the original oil drop. The
spray would, however, be composed of miI1ions of mtiute oil particles. The total surface area
of a number of spheres of the same diameter and of a given total volume varies inversely as h
sphere diameter selected. Also the diameter of the particles is i~versely proportional to the
cube root of the number of particles. Assume a particle diameter of 0.0004 inch (Reference 2],
which would be one six hundred and twenty-fifth of the diameter of the ~-inch drop. The total
surface of all fiheoil particles would be six hundred. and twenty-five times t.hesurface area of a single

%-inch drop and the number of particles the cube o~ 625, or slightly over .z44,000,000. AS the

Injection pressure, 8,c@3pounds per square inch Chamber pressure, atrnospklc

Injection pressure, 8,~ pounds per square inch Chamber pressure, w pounds per square inch

FIG. 14.-Spray photographs for stern and nozzle aswmbly No. 4, 0.012inch d;ameter oiiice and 22”helix

particle diameter approaches zero the total area and the number of particles will approach
infinity. This discussion gives an indication of what it is possible to do with a small drop of
oil by passing it through a centrifugal-type injection valve.

RATIO OF ORIFICE AREA TO GROOVE AREA

The results of the tests, in which the ratio of the cross-sectional area of the oriiice to that
of the grooves was varied from 0.19 to 2.05 are shown in Figures 14 to 20. The areas of the
orifices controlled the flow with the first two ratios, while the area of the grooves controlled
the flow with the third ratio. Figures 14 and 15 are series of pictures at. two chamber pres-
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IrIjeetiOnprEsSnIe,8,C!XpoundsFM Sqrme inch Chzmbcr pressure,atmospheric

Injwtion pressure, 8,(O3pounds per sqwe inch Chsmber pressure, 203poumds per sqww inch

Injection pressure, 8,@31pounds per .wmre inch Chsmber presure, 4c0pounds per square inch

Injection presmre, 8,032winds psi- .wnare inch Chember pres.mre, W pounds per sqrrere inch

FIG. K.-qpray photogmphs for stem snd mw.de asssbIy No. 6, O.fMiInch dweter orifice and 23” helh
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sures using the same injectio~ valve stem withlarge and small diameter orifices of such size as
to give orifice to groove area ratios of 0.19 and 2.05. The time-penetration curves for the

tests with these ratios are given in Figures 16 and-17. The pictures for the third ratio-

namely, 0.63—have already been given in Figure 4 and the time-penetration curves in I?igure 7.

}2

,J

o .00/ 002 .003 004 .U05 006
firne, secot-d,9

FIG. 16.—Effect of chamber pressure on spray penetration. Ori-
fice diameter, 0.012 inch. Groove helix angle 23°. Injection
prewze, 8,000 pourrds per square inch. Gut-off after O.(X)3
second. Stem and nozzle assembly No. 4
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Fm. 17.—EfIect O(ckmber pressure ou spray fk?netration. Ozf-
fiee diameter, 0.040 inch. Groove helix M@ 23”. Iujectkn
pressure, 8,(XMpounds per squtm? inch, CLIt-off after 0.CK3
s+cond. Stem and nozzle assembly No. 6

Injection pressure, 8,0f0 pounds-per square inch Chambw pressure, atnwsph( tic

Injection pressure, S,Wllpounds per square inch Chamber pressure,203iwumis w .wrrm inch

Fm. 18.– Spray photograpfrs for stem and nozzle assembly &’o.8, 0,022inch diameter oriEce, 23”helix snd ratio of orifice area to grooycazm0.19

In order to determine the effect of varying the orifice-groove area ratio by increasing the
groove area, the orifice area was kept constant and the groove area ~as increased so as to
change the ratio from 0.63 to 0.19. Thus the same ratio of 0.19 %s obtained with two orifice
diameters. A series of pictures for this test are shown in Figure 18.
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The effect of the ratio of orifice area to groo-re area upon the spray cone angle and pene-
tration in the atmosphere, after 0.002 second,-is shown fi Figure ?i9. The general trend of the
spray cone-angle curve indicates that the spray cone angle ~ouId not be greatly increased by
ticrease in the ratio of orifice mea to groo-re area beyond 2.05. A narrow spray was obtained
with the 0.012-inch orifice and ratio of 0.19. This was chiefly due to t-iyo causes. First, because
the ori.flee area was _rery much smaller than the groo-re area, the velocity of the oil through
the grooves w-as nec~sarily Iow. Thus the amount of centrifugal force appIied to the oiI

passing through th~ orfice was small. Second, the small bore of the orfice did not allow much
of the rotation of the- oiI to continue through it. Thus the spray emerging from the orifice was
practically noncentrifugaI. This fact accounts for the penetrsdion being greater than that
obtained with the larger orifices.

$~3.-&iii’ ri’i

05 /.o L5 2:0 2.5
f%fio, OrYf/ce5r~cf +0 groove urea

Fm. lg.—Effect of ratio of orifiw area to ~oore area upon
spray cone angle and pemeke.tfon. Groove helix angfe,
?3°. Irdeefian pressse, S,Kll pounds per square fnch.
Chamkr Pressme, atmwpheric. Cd-off sfCer 0.003
aeennd. Stem and node ssemblies, Nos. 4, 5, and 6

Rafio, Orifice ureo /o groove cw’eff

FIG. ZO.-Effect of ratio of orifica area to groo~e area on
spray volnme, and ratio ofspra_svolnmeto OH_roIume.
Grmre Mix angle, 23*. Gmxe area, O.OCWIMw.re
inch.Injection pressure, 8,CO0ponds per square inch.
Cbe.mber presss, XXIpamds per square inch. Cut-
off after 0.Wf3.wond. Stem rmd nozzle assemblies,
Nos. 4, 5, and 6

.—

.

The two points in Figure 19 labeled 0.022 inch, which are nofi on the curws, were obtained
with a O-022-inch oritlce and ratio of ofice area to groove area of 0.19. The penetration was
increased 50 per c enit as compared with that for a 0.012-inch orifice and ratio of 0.19, and the
spray angIe -was increased 30 per cent. The increase in penetration is explained by the greater
inertia of the larger quantity of oil injected, and the increase in spray a~gle by increased jet
rotation as a resultiof the Iarger orifice.

The effect of ratio of orifice area to groo~e area OB the actua~ spray volume is shown in
Figme 2(3. The quantity of oil injected increased with the ratio, so thzt the volume curves
are not a measure of the spray clktributiom The curve attthe top of Figure 20 shows the -mria-
tiort of the ratio of spray volume to oil volume, -with three ratios of ori6ce area to groove area.
This curve gives an estimate of the relative spray distribution. The ratio of spray vohrme to
oil volume for 0.19 ratio and 0.022-inch orifice is shown by a point below the curve. The spray
distribution was not as great with the Iarger orifice and grooves as with the smaller orifice and
grooves.
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RATIO OF ORIFICE LENGTH TO

FOR .4ERONA’CTICS

DIAMETER

The restits of the tests in which only the orifice length was varied, giving orifice length
to diameter ratios of 2.6, 1.7, and 0.2, are shown in Figlure 21. The same stem and nozzle
were used in all three tests, the end of the nozzle being ground off to reduce the orifice length as
desired for successive tests. This eliminated any variation in the sprays caused by slight=differ-
ences in workmanship on similar nozzles.

The effects of the ratio of orifice length to diameter, on the spray cc?ne=angle and penetra-
tion aft,er 0.003 second, in 200 pounds per square inch, chamber pressure, are shown in Figure 21.
The spray ang~e increased with decrease in the orifice length. The shorter tho orifice the less
tendency it has to direct the spray axiaI1y rmd decrease the jet-rotation because of friction. The
result is, therefore, a larger spray c&e angle. The spray angle seems to approach the angles
of the stem tip and nozzle, both of which are 60°. (See fig. 2.) The maximum spray pcnetra-
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Fm. 21.—Eticct of ratio of oriflee length to orifiea dktmeter on
centrifugal sprays. Oriftce diamete~ 0.022inch. Groove helix
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FIG.22.—Effect of valve seat position on spray penetration.
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after 0.003second. Skm and nozrle assemblies, hlos. 12
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tion is attained with a ratio of Iength to diameter of about 1.5. The decrease in penetration
beyond this ratio may be caused by the reexpansion of the jet within the orifice which prob-
ably takes place with increased orifice length. This causes an increase in the cross section of the
jet sufficient to fill the orifice at its outer end which produces an energy loss due to friction. The
velocity is therefore reduced and likewise there is a decrease in the spray penetration.

EFFECT OF SEAT POSITION

The data presented in Figure 22 show that somewhat greater penetration was obtained with
the injection valve stem seating on a ledge inside of the nozzle and directly before the orifice.
The spray angle in the atmosphere was, however, decreased from 58° to 53°. It is probalde that-
locating the seat directly before the orifice and after the helical grooves materially reduced the
jet rotation produced by the helical grooves. This mndd tend to decrease the spray angle and
increase the penetration. It is much easier and more economical to have the valve made with
a flat seat, and much more accurately fitting surfaces are assured than if the scab is located
inside of the nozzIe.
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CONCLUSIONS

This instigation has shown that although the application of centrifugal force to an oil spray
does reduce the penetration, the spray may still maintain a relatively high degree of penetration
into dense air. It has shown that. examination of centrifugal sprays injected into the atmos-

.—

phere may lead to incorrect conclusions as to their c.haracterisiics when injected into dense air.
The res.dts obtained show that the penetration decreases -with reduc~ion in the pitch of

the helical grooves, xhile the spray angle and distribution increase. The spray penetration
and distribution increase with a reduction in the ratio of orifice area to groove area, dde the
spray-cone angle decreases. The spray-cone angle and penetration were increased, in the two
tests made, by increase in the size of both orifice and groo-res, keeping their ra~io of area? con-
stant. A ratio of orifice length to diameter of about 1.5 gave best penetration, aIthough a smaIIer
ratio gi-res a wider spray. Slightly greater penetration was obtained -with the seat directly
before the oriiice, but the spray-cone angle was sLightly less than with the seat at the top of the
nozzle.
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